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The Power of Plato's Cave

Grace Ledbetter

The allegory of the cave is considered by many readers to be compelling, or
even Plato's'most compelling'l image. At the same time, the general consensus
would have it that the image is deeply confusing.2 The individual elements of
the allegorypose manydifficulties of interpretation, andwhile Socrates himself
asks Glaucon to map the allegory onto the image of the divided line, scholars
continue to disagree about whether or how this works.3 we may reasonably ask,
then, what exactly makes the image so compelling. Although scholars have not
tackled this question head-on, they have indirectly suggested some answers:
the allegory functions protreptically to motivate the emotions;a the cave aims
to elicit the.'shock of disillusionment about the moral values current in the
world of the city as it is ...' in its audience;s the image ,instills dissatisfaction
with the sum total of experience (up till now).'6 These answers share a common
feature: the cave image makes us feel disappointed, shocked, inferio¡ eager to
become better, because it tells us that we are like the prisoners in the cave, that
is, we are in a much worse condition than we may have imagined we were in.7 I
would like to make a radically different suggestion. My suggestion is that plato
has designed the cave passage as a whole to make us feel quite the opposite.
He has designed it, in fact, to make us feel that we have escaped the cave, and
furthermore that our escape is a particularþ high stakes enterprise. The success
of this design, I will argue, is one of the features that lends the cave image its
tremendous power.

r Schofield (zoo7),2ß.
z As Annas (r98r), z5z puts it: 'The cave is Plato's most famous image, dominating many

people's interpretation of what Plato's most important ideas a¡e. This is a pity, because, as

in the Line, severe problems arise over interpreting the imagery philosophically, and there
are persistent disagreements.'

3 Much of the scholarþ literature has in fact been devoted to this issue. See Karasmanis (1988)

fo¡ an overview.

4 Dest¡ée (zon), :u7-rzo.

5 Schofield (zoo7),zzz.

6 Lear (zoo6),35.

7 Nightingale (zooa), 96, 99 finds in the cave allegory both a'rhetoric of estrangement' (an
attempt to 'uproot and displace us') and a 'highly idealized nar¡ative' that invites us 'to adopt
the alterity of the theoretical gaze'.
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The 'story' of the cave could have been told in many different ways, and
not all of them would have been as powerful as the version plato offers. This
paperwill examine the specificways that Plato has designed socrates'narrative
and how its seemingly inessential features shape our interpretation of it. I
will make two main points. The first concerns how Socrates' complex use of
Homeric quotation invests that cave image with a life-or-death significance
and an unusual degree of authority. My second and overriding concern is to
argue that Plato has designed this passage so that the conversation takine
place between Glaucon and Socrates mirrors the prisoner's ascent from the
cave. Ultimately I will suggest that the cave narrative gains its power by giving
Glaucon, and the readet an experience analogous to the ascent from the cave

that the allegory's image describes.

r The Structure of The Cave Narrative

\tVhile it is easy to say where the allegory begins, it is more difÊcult to say where
it ends. Having just concluded his discussion of the divided line in Book 6,

Book 7 opens with Socrates launching straight into the cave allegory: 'Next, I
said, compare the effect of education and the lack of it on our nature to an
experience like this: Imagine human beings living in an underground, cavelike
dwelling ...'. This marks an emphatic beginning. But where exactly does 'the
allegory of the cave' end? In Catalin Partenie's recent Oxford edition of selected
myths of Plato, the passage ends at 5r7a, and one can see justification for
this.8 At 5r7a Socrates finishes setting out the details of the image. However,
on a different interpretation, the allegory continues past this point. At 5i7b
Socrates begins to interpret the allegory and references to the cave continue
on through 5zo and beyond. Although these references continue in Socrates'

discussion, a case can be made for considering 5r8d an important ending. 5r8d
is where Socrates reaches what is arguably the moral of the story his definition
of true education. I will examine this definition later, but for now the crucial
point is that the allegory of the cave sets out from the start to articulate what
education is, and what it is not. Socrates' concern is embedded in the larger
discussion of the guardians' education, but it also goes all the way back to Book r
where Thrasymachus, in a pitch of frustration with Socrates, assumes the wrong
definition of education: And how am I to persuade you, if you aren't persuaded

by what I said just now? What more can I do? Am I to take your argument

t23

and pour it into your very soul?' 'God forbid! Don,t do that!, Socrates replies.e
This passage from Republic r humorously iilustrates the view of education that
Socrates uses the cave allegory to counteract. At 5rgb-c socrates finally reveals
what the cave allegory has been designed to illustrate: briefly, that,education
is not what some people declare it to be, namely putting knowledge into souls
that lack it, like putting sight into brind eyes,'but rather,iurning thJwhole soul,
around. For the purposes ofthis discussion, therefore, let us consider this the
ending of the cave allegory.

The passage as a whole falls into two main parts: (r) from 5r4a through 5r7a
socrates presents the image, and (z) from 5r7b through 5rgd he presents a
series ofinterpretive glosses. References to the cave continue beyond this point,
but these continuing references differ in important ways from the interpre*
tive glosses. socrates explicitly presents interpretive glosses from 5r7b to 5rgd
as aids to interpreting the image ('This whole image, Glaucon, must be fitted
together with what we said before ...i 5r7ag-br); socrates interprets the pris-
oner's upward journey as an ascent to the intelligible realm and the Form of
the Good. He describes the prisoner's return to the cave, and then he focuses
on the two ways that the eyes can be confused (when they are disoriented by
the ascent out of the cave and when they are disoriented by the ¡eturn back in,
which paves the way for his climactic definition of true education). In contrast,
the allusions to the cave that continue beyond this point draw ouiimplications
that the cave allegory has for the education of the rulers in Socrates, ideal city.ro

The specific presentation of the cave image reveals plato's attempt to pro-
duce certain effects. socrates does not simply describe the cave and what hap-
pens when a prisoner is led out. That sort of description would be largely in the
indicative ('This is what the cave looks like; this is what the prisoners are like,
when someone helps guide the prisoner to turn around the fo[owing happens
...').we might call such a narrative strøighforwardly descriptive,andthis is not
how socrates proceeds. He speaks only a few sentences at a time; the longest
stretch is twelve lines and most are much shorter than that. Even more signif-
icantly, he phrases most of his narrative in the form of questions and often as
hypothetical, leading questions to which Glaucon must respond: 'Do you sup-
pose ... that these prisoner see anything of themselves and one another besides
the shadows that the fire casts on the wall in front of them ? (5r5a5-g);'If some-
thing like this came to pass ...' (5r5c5-G); 'if someone compeled him to look at
the light itself ... wouldn't he turn around and flee ...'? (5r5er-z); 'If someone

q Rep.,3a5b4-7

See 5r8e ff.

vf (Lntv ù !4vE

8 Partenie(zoo4),5r-56. 10
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dragged him away from there by force ... wouldn't he be pained ...?' (5r5e6_
8); 'If there had been any honors, praises, or prizes among them for the one
who was the sharpest at identifying the shadows as they passed by and who
best remembered which ones came earlier ... do you think that our man would
desire these rewards and or envy those among the prisoners who were honored
and held power?'(56c8-da) and so on.

This hypothetical and (non-technicaþ) dialectical structure of socrates,
narrative shapes the passage crucially. Most simply, it engages Glaucon in a way
that not all Platonic images engage the interlocutor. consider for a moment
the image of the soul as chariot in the Phq.edrr¿s, or the images of the soul as
sieve andjar i nthe Gorgias. In those passages, Socrates speala for long stretches
of the narrative without interacting with his interlocutor.tt By contrast, in
the allegory of the cave, Socrates spoon-feeds Glaucon the narrative a few
lines at a time and formulates it largely in questions. Glaucon is not a mere
spectator taking in the image. Almost every step of the way socrates demands
that Glaucon draw inferences from the image and agree or disagree with the
inferences that socrates draws from it. Even now we can see a point that will
come across again even more powerfülly: the education that Socrates provides
Glaucon in this passage does not'pour' the image of the cave into Glaucon's
soul the way that a straightforward description might attempt to, but rather
takes a more gradual and indirect approach that requires Glaucons active
participation.

socrates' hypothetical questions in fact invite Glaucon to identify with the
prisoners, who are, as Socrates says,'like :us' (homoious hêmin 5r5a5). Socrates'
questions ask Glaucon to think, experience, and feel what the prisoners gener-
ally, and what the one prisonerwho gets out in particular, might be thought to
think, to experience, and to feel. Socrates asks, for example, ,Do you suppose
that these prisoners see anything of themselves and one another besides the
shadows that the fire casts on the wall in front of them?' (5r5a5-g) 'And if they
could talk with one another, don't you think they d suppose that the names they
used applied to the things they see passing before them?,(SrSb+-S); ,Consider,

then, what being released from their bonds and cured of their ignorance would
naturally be like ... when one of them was freed and suddenly compelled to
stand up, turn his head, walk, and look up toward the light, hed be pained and
dazzled and unable to see the things whose shadows he'd seen before' (StS.+-
dr);'lf someone dragged him awayfrom there byforce ... wouldn,the be pained
and irritated with being treated that way?' (5r5e6-5r6ar). socrates invites Glau-

11 See Phaedrus z46a-z5oc7, Gorgias 4g3a-4g4b.
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con-to engage not just logically with reasoning about the cave image, but alsoto identift with the prisoner's thoughts, experience, and emotions. Socrates infact spends quite a bit of time throughout tire passâge drawing attention to thedifficulty, pain, confusion, irritation, and frustration felt by the prisoner at var-
iorrs s¡¿g.r, and asking Glaucon if that is the way the person would feel.

. In summary the general points I wourd like to make about the structure ofthe cave passage are as foilows. Firstry, the passage is divided into two mainparts, the second of which interprets the image. The presence of this interpre_
tation is interesting in this particular contexifor whåt the interpr"i"tio., -"ycontribute to the persuasive power of the passage and to its effects on Grau_
con and the reader. secondly, I have pointeã ort th"t the structure of socrates,
presentation of the image enacts a particular approach to education.r2 If it is
fair to say that socrates attempts ro educate Graùon by discussingìnr, ,*ug.with him, then it follows that socrates attempts in this instance to educate
Glaucon (and by implication the reader) by a process of inviting him to reason
hypothetically about the im rge and to identifi with the thoughts, feelings, and
experiences of the prisoners.r3 we can see already that a pararier between Glau_
con and the prisoners emerges not only in the brief rnoment when Socrates
reveals that the prisoners are 'like us',butsystematicatþtthrough socrates,per-
sistent and explicit attempt to engage Glaucon in a multifaceted identification
with the prisoners.

\2

several of the less obvious features of the cave narrative shape the way thet*1g:' and the passage as a whole, wo¡k effectively to compei both Glaucon
and the reader' A pattern emerges where the content of the image mirrors or
has implications for the conversation actuaily taking place betwãen Glaucon
and socrates. As we shail see, there is a way in whi"h thi, entire passage is just

The image of the cave is enacted by the parailer between the process of education de_
scribed by the image and the process of education simultaneously taking prace between
socrates and Glaucon' In addition to presenting us with an enacted. image,the allegory
of the cave itself offers us a movirtg image since it describes the prisoner,s riteral and
metaphorical movement out of the cave. The cave allegory the¡efore functions more like
a film than like a static photograph.
The cave image helps the reader to understand the education ofGlaucon, and, at the same
time, socrates' education of Glaucon helps the reader to understand the nature of the
world as the cave describes it.
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as much about the conversation taking place between socrates and Glaucon
and the particular view of education enacted there as it is about the contents
of the cave.

The beginning of any narrative marks an emphatic position and one that
bears the double burden of setting the stage and drawing the reader in. Out of
the countless ways that Plato could have had Socrates begin the cave allegory,

he chooses to emphasize the following elements: the prisoners are in a cave

or cavelike dwelling and they have been 'stuck' since childhood. They are
'fettered' 'chainedi and in 'bonds'. There is a road or a path (hodon, 514b4)
in back of them. People in back of them hold up statues behind a wall and
these statues create shadows on the wall that the prisoners can see. Socrates
emphasizes what the prisoners can and cannot see. They cannot see anything of
themselves or one anothe¡ only the shadows on the wall, which they take to be
the things that they are actually only shadows of, They think that the shadows

are 'truth'. We are also told from the beginning that this image is designed to
show us'the effect of education or the lack of it on our nature'.

This initial picture we get of the prisoners creates many parallels between
the prisoners and the conversation taking place between Glaucon and Socrates.
When Glaucon remarks that both the image and the prisoners seem 'strange'
(øtopon, 5r5az) to him, Socrates replies with his succinctly disillusioning
'They're like us' (homoious hêmin,515a3). Who exactly is the 'us'? Socrates'

remark explicitþ fixes a doubling, but in more ways than scholars have rec-

ognized. Yes, the prisoners are perhaps Ilke aLL of us in the world at large, and
this is the usuai interpretation. But the 'us' can also refer specifically to Socrates

and Glaucon in the particular situation in which they find themselves. There is
a more specific parallel at work here: the prisoners are mistaken about truth;
they think that the shadows are the true things. Socrates and Glaucon are mis-
taken about the true nature and definition of education and that is why they
are pursuing this conversation, in order to get clear about what true education
is. At this point in the conversation, they have not yet seen what true educa-

tion is, and at least Glaucon labors under the delusion that education is what
others conventionally believe it is, namely, 'putting knowledge into souls that
Iack it, like putting sight into blind eyes' (5r8b5-6; cf. Rep. r 'pouring rhe argu-
ment into your soul'). The prisoners in the cave have a 'path' (hodon, $4b4)
in back of them that they must follow by reorienting the direction of their
souls. So too, Glaucon and Socrates' philosophical pursuit in this passage is a
journey they take in search ofgetting clearer about the truth regarding educa-
tion.

The narrative creates additional parallels between the picture we get of the
cave and the current conversation between Glaucon and Socrates. Socrates

r.HE POWER OF PLATO'S CAVE
727

emphasizes that the prisoners are stuck, fettered, and chained and ,at 
a loss,

(aporein ûsd.)' when Glaucon reacts to socrates' description by saying, ,It,s
a strange (øtopos) image you,re describing, and strange i"topo*¡ prisoners,
(srsas), he too is 'stuck'; he is in a state áf øporrø uni h" cannot see whar
socrates is getting at orwhat these prisoners are supposed to be. In this regard
he is like the prisoners that socrates has just described. The men in the cave
who stand behind the wall hold up statues that create the shadows on the wall
that the prisoners see. so too, socrates at this very moment ,holds up,the image
of the cave for Glaucon to see and imagine. socrates specificaily urk. Gluu.o.,
to 'see' it (ide, $4b5).ln this regard socrates plays the role of the carriers who
are compared to 'puppeteers' in the cave. More generaily, the emphasis that
socrates places in this section on what the prisoner can and cannot see (horan,
5r4bv heôrakenai,5r5a6) is echoed by the language ofsight applied to and used
by Glaucon both when Socrates asked him to ,see,the 

image ÌUrou3 id.e; $4a2,
b5) and when Galucon agrees that he 'sees' (horô ephê, 5tabi)*h"ut so.nates
asks him to.

In the following passage from 5r5c-d, Socrates turns to the antagonistic and
painful experience of the prisoner who protests and the guide whã forces him
to tum around while the prisoner struggles and is stilr unabre to see. The pris-
oner is'pained'and 'dazzled'when he is compelled to look toward the light; he
is'unabie to see'and'at a loss'; he is afraid and he ,flees,toward 

the things that
he can see in the cave and which he takes to be real. The prisoner is in a state
where, in order to make progress, he now must be 'forceá,and ,dragged,up 

a
'rough steep path'into the sunlight.ra The prisoner,s agitated state is both intel-
lectuaÌ and emotional. He is unable to discern the truth clearly, he is confused,
and he is pained and so afraid that he turns around and runs away. The difficulty
he experiences is complex. He remains attached to his error, both intellectu-
ally and emotionally, He can discern falsehood more clearly, so he mistakenly
thinks it is the truth. He is at this point unable to apprehend the truth when he
turns toward it. At the same time he finds his disorientation painful, confusing,
and it inspires fear in him-so much fear that he flees. socrates tells us some-
thing crucial about education here. Education understood as turning toward
the truth and grasping it involves emotional upheaval and confusion, and it
demands that we endure that upheavar and confusion.15 As Socrates goes on

On puzzles raised by the notion of compulsion here, see Barney (zoog).
The emotional reactions of interlocuto¡s like Callicles and Thrasymachus to the Socratic
elenchus often result in inûânsigence. scott (1999) argues that in the Repubric plato
diagnoses the problem of intransigence as the result of indelible beliefs (caused largery

t4
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to explain at 5r6a, education involves a long process of habituation, as does

returning to the cave after one has left it.

Paul Shorey remarked, and there are perhaps many who would agree with
him, that the entire passage at 5r5c-d that I have just described is obviously

an 'allegory of the painful experience of one whose false conceit of knowl-

edge is tested by the Socrates eLercchus'.r6 Shorey's interpretation may be true

enough-we see evidence throughout the Platonic dialogues of interlocutors

struggling through the Socratic elenchus with both a lack of intellectual clarity
and various emotional reactions. However, this interpretation also jumps to a

generalization about the Socratic elenchus throughout the dialogues without
stopping to ask how this part of the image relates to the particular conversation

currently taking place between Socrates and Glaucon. The cave image has now

narrowed down to a relationship between two people-the prisoner and the

guide who attempts to lead him out. Socrates no longer generalizes about all of
the prisoners. ln this way the image becomes even more parallel to the one-on-

one conversation taking place between Glaucon, and, his guide, Socrates. As I
have already remarked, in the conversation taking place between Glaucon and

Socrates, there is a process ofeducation underway,just as there is a process of
education underway between the prisoner and his guide. When we consider

these parallel situations, we see not only the doubling I have been remarking

on, but also the implications that the cave image carries for the conversation

taking place between Socrates and Glaucon. Education, the cave image tells

us, is a long process that demands that we tolerate confusion and lack of dis-

cernment. For Glaucon in this particular conversation, this implies that any

confusion he is experiencing at the moment about the nature of education is

not incompatible with his actually being educated and progressing in educa-

tion. Glaucon does not run away from Socrates in fear, but he is certâinly still
confused and unable to see the whole point of what Socrates is saying with the

cave image. The cave image itself, as it applies to his current conversation with
Socrates-and Plato's conversation with the reader-suggests that we, and

Glaucon, are ourselves undergoingajourneyofascent ('outofthe cave') headed

toward a clearerunderstanding of the nature of education. As it applies to Glau-

by the influence of poetry) and ir¡ational desires of the soul. The irrational pain, fear,

and desire in the soul have to expel true beiiefs (+r¡bg-ro) and therefore the guardians

in training must be tested repeatedly (see 4r3cff.) Gill (t985) raises important questions

about whether Plato's educational program integrates the training of emotion with the

development of intellect.

Shorey þ935), rz4. See also Elliots (1967) reading of the entire Cave image as an account

and critique of Socratic method.

con and we the readers, the cave image at this point tells us that this enlighten-
ment is not an easy process and requires thatwe endure a period of confusion.

\4/hen socrates finally explains to Glaucon what it would be like for the
prisoner to see the sun directþ and to be able to study it, he is quick to focus
even more on what the prisoner's attitude would be toward those who are still
in the cave and on what it would be like for him to return to the cave (5r6e-
5r7a). Keep in mind that this is the passage that prepares Glaucon and the
reader for the interpretive section of the cave passâge, which concludes with
Socrates' definition of true education. When, after a long period of adjustment,
the prisonerwould finally be able to see the sun and study it, he would conclude
that the sun 'provides the seasons and the years, governs everything in the
visible world, and is in some way the cause of all the things that he used to
see' (5r6b7-g). Socrates proceeds to a more extended, poetically embellished,
and somewhatpuzzlingaccount of how, if there had been

any honors, praises, or prizes among them fthe prisoners in the cave]
for who was the sharpest at identifiiing shadows as they passed by and
who best remembered which usually came earlieS which later, and which
simultaneously, and who could thus best divine the future, do you think
that our man would desire those rewards or envy those among the pris-
oners who were honored and held power? Instead, wouldn't he feel, with
Homer, that hed much prefer to 'work the earth as a serf to another, one
without possessions,' and go through any sufferings, rather than share
their opinions and live as they do?17

5r6c7-d6

Socrates goes on to remark that if the escaped prisoner returned to the cave,

his eyes would now be 'filled with darkness' when he tried to discern things
there, and he would become the subject of ridicule among the unenlightened
prisoners.

This passage is complex, and we can begin by asking some simple questions:
why is Socrates so concerned with the prisoner's attitude to 'honors,' 'praises,'

r7 ct¡røi òè xai ë¡swot ei trveç aùroîç frocv tóte nap' &)ù{lc,rv xai yÉ.ga tQ ð(úrcta xa0opôvrL

rà røprówa, xcì ¡rv4¡rover5ovtr ¡rcíàrmc öoa. rc npoæpø. qùrôv xai ümepa eióOer xai &¡rc

nopeúeo0ar, xai êx roúrc,¡v ôÌ¡ òuvctó.rara cino¡.ravteuo¡rÉvg rò ¡réìtrov íi{ew, òoxeîç &v aùtòv

èlrr0u¡lr1crxôç aútôv fuenr rai (r¡ì,0ûv roùç æcp' Ëxeívorç rr¡rco¡révouç ce xcì èvôuvøøteúowaç, i
cò roû'O¡o]pou rÌv ¡enovOévat xaì ogóôpa poúÀ"eo0ør'ênápoupov Ëówc Or;teué¡.rev &D,ç <ivôpì

røp' rixÀí1pg'Hom. Od.tt.48gxai óloôv riv re¡ov0évar ¡rrÎtri'ov i) 'reîvci te òo{d(erv xai êxeív<,rç

hn;
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and 'prizes' in the world of the cave? Why does he quote Homer at this point,

and what is the signifrcance of this particular quotation? We need to keep

in mind that the passage sets the stage for the interpretive section of the

cave image, which immediately follows. It would be reasonable to consider

the possibility, then, that Plato crafu this passage of Socrates' narrative to set

Glaucon up to be persuaded by the interpretation that follows. Indeed, I would

suggest that, after it lays the groundwork for the conception of the Good that

will soon be revealed explicitly, this passage aims to boost Socrates' (Plato's)

authority about education, and to invest the cave image with a particular sense

of seriousness and urgency.

The passage is preoccupied, first of all, with dismantling notions of con-

ventional authority. The cave is the space of conventional life, immersed in

error according to Socrates' account. The inhabitants ofthe cave give out hon-

ors, praises, and prizes to people who, by Socrates' standards, are unworthy

of them. What exactly are these prizes and honors given for? According to

Socrates' account, conventional society honors those who are good at 'iden-

tifying shadows,''remembering which shadows come earlier, which later, and

which simultaneously, and who can 'best divine the future.' Socrates' refer-

ence to divination signals that one thing he has in mind is religious author-

ity. Scholan have not been puzzled enough by the question ofwhat Socrates

means by'identiffing shadows' and'remembering which shadows come ear-

lier, which later, andwhich simultaneously'leIwould suggestthatwhenwe look

more closely at this formulation it brings something specific to mind closely

connected with the reference to those who 'best divine the future.'A familiar

formulaic line found in the proem to Hesiod's Theogony, the Odyssey, and else-

where attributes poetic knowledge of the 'past, present, and future' (ta t'eonta

tatþssomenapro tÞontø, Theog.38) to the Muses and other figures with privi-

leged religious-poetic authority.

I would suggest thatwhen Socrates speaks of 'rememberingwhich shadows

come earliet which later, andwhich simultaneously'he alludes to the religious-

poetic authority associated with traditional epic poetry and more generally

with all poets, rhapsodes, actors, and teachers who make claim to poetry's

authority over the past, present, and future, or are viewed as possessing this

authority. This allusion becomes even more apparent in the context of Socrates'

rB Adam (r9oz) on 5r6c claims that "Plato is thinking chiefly of the empirical politician and

political adviseB who foretells the future from the present and the past (cf' Thuc. r zz),

but limits his intellectual horizon by his own experience, and knows nothing of the real

determiningcauses of events.Thevastmajorityof Athenian statesmenbelonged inPlato's

opinion to this category."

¡¡D TVWEÃ U¡ rlålU ù LI\V11 t3l

mention of prizes, contests and the quotation of Homer that follows. Before
we turn to that quotation, it is worth pointing out that in his preparation for
overturning what he takes to be the conventional notion of education, plato
has socrates concentrate on undermining the power of traditional epic poetry.
In the context of Plato's critiques of poetry in the Republic, we may not find
this surprising. lvhat may be surprising, howeve¡, is the way thai socrates
manipulates Homeric quotation 5r6d6-7 in order to endow the cave image
with a particular kind of persuasive power.

In a climactic moment of the odyssEt's Nekuiaodysseus confronts Achilles
in such a way that Homer creates a looming sense that the ltiad. and odyssey
themselves are finally coming face to face. when odysseus meets the shade
of Achilles in the underworld and attempts to console him, Achilles'poignant
and chilling response flouts odysseus'attempts at flattery:'o shining odysseus,
never try to console me for dying / I would rather follow the plow as thrall to
another I mah, one with no land allotted to him and not much to live on / than
be king over all the perished dead.'re Achilles'position here asserts that being
alive, even in a state of abjection, is preferable to being dead. socrates' use of
this quotation, itself placed in a climactic moment of the cave allegory works in
anything but a straightforward way.2o In socrates'version, it is the escaped pris-
oner who would rather be a slave without possessions than share the sufferings
and opinions of those in the cave, that is, the sufferings and opinions of con-
ventional people on earth. The se ntiment inthis simile really does apply to both
Achilles and the prisoner; both Achilles and the prisonerwould ratherbe a slave
without possessions than in a place they do notwant to be. Howeve! the simile
begins to break down when pressed further. plato's radical re-contextualizing
of the quotation in fact reverses the Homeric idea at work here, namely the
idea that ordinary conventional life on earth is tremendously desirable even
in its most lowly form.zl The prisoner who has escaped from the cave would
do anything in order to avoid this conventional life. Achilles, it would seem,
would rather be in the cave, a part of conventional, everyday life. The reversal
at work here is clear, if not perfect Achilles wants to avoid death at all costs,
and would prefer conventional life. The prisoner wants to avoid conventional
life at all costs and would prefer, not death, but to get out of the cave.22

Odyssqt n.488-49t.

According to Yamagata (zotz), 136, Plato chooses this quotation for its extraordinary
vividness.

Fago (r99a), zr8 notes the reversal and views it as ironic.
For excellent discussions of the Homeric undercurrents in the cave allegory more gener-
ally, see O'Connor (zoo7) and Cavarero and Kottman (1996).
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This quotation from Homer is notjust any quotation, and it is not the only
time that Socrates quotes it in the RepubLic.zs It is arguably the most famous
quotation from all of Homer, and it is spoken by Achilles, who is not only the
paradigmatic Homeric hero, but also speaks at this point in the Odyssøy about
nothing less than the meaning of life from the vantage point of someone who
has obtained the super-wisdom of the dead. Plato's choice of this paradigmatic
quotation indicates that the stakes are high. What exactly is at stake here? By
integratingthe Homeric quotation into the contextof Platonic education, Plato

associates that education with the very meaning of life (the subject of Achilles'

exchange with Odysseus). The suggestion is that the cave analogy does not
merely offer a view of what true education is, but it also holds the key to life's

value. By re-contextualizing and reversing this prominent Homeric formula-
tion, Plato practices one-upmanship and signals his competition with Homer;

he performs a feat of re-appropriation, of rewriting, of usurpation, in order to

claim his advantage as an authority on the meaning of life. While Achilles artic-
ulates the Homeric view that life, in whatever form, holds tremendous value,

Plato contends that the life of one who has escaped the cave is incomparably
more valuable than that of a prisoner.

If we now take stock of the passage at 5r6c-5r7a as a whole and the role

it plays in presenting the image of the cave, we can see that this passage

is preoccupied not only with rejecting the value of common opinion, but
with identifying that common opinion with poetic and religious authority.
Traditionally, the Muses and all of the poets and performers connected with
them know the true order of things-the past, present, and future, but in
Plato's scheme, it is the escaped prisoner who knows the true order of things.

Plato here attacks not only the poets, but also the traditional sources of the
poets'authority.2a Socrates'culminating re-writing and re-contextualization of
afamous and poignant Homeric quotation accomplishes something even more

undermining than a straightforward rejection of Homer: it subsumes Homer

within a new Platonic framework. In this new framework, Homer's characters

express an authoritative Platonic vision of what makes life meaningful.
This final section of the cave passage is distinguished by its interpretive

register, which lends it the anticipatory tone of a final revelation. It all leads up

ta At RepubLic a86c5-8, Socrates quotes the passage to expunge it on the grounds that it
would make the guardians fear death. On the tension between Plato's two uses of this

passage see O'Connor (zoo7) 58.

For more on the connection between the allegory of the cave and Plato's critique ofpoetry
see Destrée (zor3).
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to and culminates in socrates'articulation of the whole point of the allegory-
the definition of the true nature of education at 5rgb through 5rgd. The passage
as a whole is designed around this final formulation, which brings us back to
the very beginning of the allegory where socrates set out to teach Glaucon
something about the nature of education through a comparison. For Glaucon,
I will suggest, this final section of the cave passage functions as an ascent. so
too, the reader at this point will be especially apt to put herself in the position
of the interlocutor because the reader too is eager to know how to interpret the
image. Insofar as Glaucon and the reader are made to feel enlightened about
how to interpret the image, they themselves experience an ascent, which is
what makes the passage as whole so powerful.

At g7b socrates tells Glaucon that the whole image of the cave must be
fitted together with the image of the divided line that he presented previously.
socrates by no means ties up this comparison systematically, and in fact he
focuses mostly on revealing that the sun in the visible realm is the analog to the
Good in the knowable realm, and when one has seen it one 'must conclude that
it is the cause of all that is correct and beautiful in anything, that it produces
both light and its source in the visible realm, and that in the intelligible realm
it controls and provides truth and understanding, so that anyone who is to act
sensibly in private or public must see it.' (5r7bg-r3). These remarks about the
Good might count as socrates'first interpretive revelation, and it is important
to note that they are qualified both by Socrates' admission that 'whether or not
it's true only the god knows' (5rybî*7) and by Glaucon's guarded agreement to
socrates' description of the Good: 'I have the same thought, at least as far as I am
able'(5r7c5). socrates'condensed description ofthe Good as a cause is also, of
course, famously under-elaborated and raises many questions. As a revelation
to Glaucon, it is limited, although perhaps promising, and in any case it does
not dispel all confusion.

From this point forward, socrates' narrative is structured as a crescendo. If
we divide the sections by topic, they graduaþ increase in length, culminat-
ing in Socrates' revisionary definition of education. Five lines are devoted to
repeating a topic that Soc¡ates has just treated, namely that the prisoner who
has escaped from the cave will no longer be interested in human affairs (5r7c6-
dr). The following seven lines turn to a variation of a topic that also repeats
what socrates has previously said, namely that if the escaped prisoner does
turn toward the human world, he will behave awkwardly and appear ridicu-
lous (5r7d3-er). Here we cannot help but be put in mind of Socrates, trial by
the choice of examples the narrative makes. The prisoner would appear ridicu-
lous 'if he's compelled, either in the courts or elsewhere, to contend about the
shadows ofjustice.'Note that in the previous section socrates had also alluded
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to himself (in a breach of realism) when he said that if anyone rried to lead the
prisoners upward against their will, they would 'kill him' 'if they could some-

how gettheir hands on him' (5r7a5-5-6). Having Socrates so pointedly allude to
his own future, so well known to us, is a way that Plato inserts himself into the
narrative. Plato and his reader knowverywell that this is Socrates'fate, andyet
when the character Socrates himself unknowingly makes the allusion, we are

strikingly made aware that Plato crafts the narrative from a superior vantage

point. The following u lines-notice that the sections are graduálly increasing
in length-again repeat a topic already familiar from the previous section. Like

the eyes, the soul can be confused in two different ways, 'when they have come

from the light into the darkness andwhen they've come from the darkness
into the light' (5r8a3-+). Socrates seems most concerned to emphasize thatwe
should not be quick to make fun of the person who has come down from above,

and who for that reason feels confused and appears ridiculous. All of this pre-
pares for the final and most lengthy section which I consider the finale of the
allegory of the cave and which formulates Socrates' definition of true educa-
tion over and against the conventional understanding. Education is not what
most people think it is, it is not'putting knowledge into souls that lack it, like
putting sight into blind eyes' (5r8b5-6). Rather,

... our present discussion, on the other hand, shows that the power to
learn is present in everyone's soul and that the instrument with which
each learns is like an eye that cannot be turned around from darkness

to light without turning the whole soul body. This instrument cannot be
turned around from that which is coming into beingwithout turning the
whole soul until it is able to study that which is and the brightest thing
that is, namely what we call the good. Isn't that right? Yes. Then education
is the craft concerned with doing this very thing, this turning around, and

with how the soul can most easily and effectively be made to do it. It isn't
the craft of putting sight into the soul. Education takes for granted that
sight is there but thatit isn't turned the rightwayorlookingwhere it ought
to look, and it tries to redirect it appropriately.2s

5r8c+-5r8dz

ô ôé ye vûv ì.óyoç, flv ò' éyó, ø4¡raÍver rcúr4v r4v êvoûoav éxáotou òúva¡lv êv r¡ rþu¡,1 rci
tò öpycvov Q xara¡rav0dver Ëxaaroç, oîov ei ö¡r¡rc ¡rÌi ôuvaròv frv rÍ}Àc,rç i ouv ðì.r¿ rQ có¡rcl
mpégeLv npòç tò gcvòv êx roû oxoróòouç, oütol øuv ðÀ¡ t'¿1 rþu¡fr Èx toû yryvo¡títou nepwxrêo'v

elvar, Ëcoç drr eiç tô öv xai toû ðvtoç tò gcrvótccov òuvcd; yê.'qrut avaoTèo0at Oeo¡rév¡: roûro ò'

elvcí gapeu t&ycOóv. fr yclp; vcí.roúrou roívuv, {v ò' êyó, aútoû rgp¡ ôv eir1, rfiç neprccyr,ry4ç, rtvø

rpónov ôç þrimci te xai chuor¡.rórata¡teraoqaq'fioercr, où co0 é¡rrorioar ar)tQ tô öpûv, clJÀ' óç

ftowr ¡r.èv ar)ró, oùx óp0ôç òÈ tetpa¡r¡révç or)òè pl.Érrovtr o1ëðe t, toûto òrc¡,t1Xøvrioco0cr.
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This final revelation, the moral of the story for the cave allegory clarifies
some matters, and leaves unanswered questions about others. Both Glaucon
and the reader now know that the whole soul must be turned around in edu-
cation, with all of the attendant confusion and frustration that entails. Educa-
tion, moreover does not function according to a transmission model where the
teacher puts knowledge into the soul that it did not previously have. Instead,
a true educator'redirects' the whole soul, suggesting that the entire person,
including his intellectual and sensory faculties, as well as his desires, undergo a
transformative reorientation. Glaucon may now have a better understanding of
what socrates means by true education, but it would be reasonable for hirn to
have some remaining questions. For example, socrates claims that education
is not a matter of putting knowledge ('sight') into souls that lack it. However,
he does not make it clear-at least here-why obtaining knowledge of the
good does not count as putting new knowledge into the soul. The theory of
recollection might help explain this, but socrates does not appeal to that the*
ory here. Questions might also be said to remain about what this total and
painful reorientation of the soul really amounts to-what exactly makes this
process involve such upheaval of the entire person? The success of the cave
allegory however does not depend on its having tied up all loose ends. Recall
that the theory of education elaborated throughout the cave image posits that
confusion and frustration are not unfortunate by-products of the educational
process' but necessary for the process to move forward. Glaucon,s ,ascent' in
understanding the nature of true education is therefore perfectly compati-
ble with his-and ¡þs ¡s¿ds¡'s-remaining confused about certain elements.
socrates' final definition of education at the conclusion of the cave allegory is
designed to make us recognize that through the process of thinking (and feel-
ing) through the image of the cave, Glaucon is himself being educated.

In conclusion, then, Plato has designed socrates' cave narrative so that the
conversation between Glaucon and socrates in many ways mimics the con-
tent of the image itself. This mimesis is achieved through verbal and thematic
parallels, and, most fundamentally, through the fact that the prisoner and
Glaucon are simultaneously led through a process of ascent. socrates invites
Glaucon to identify with the prisoners both intellectually and emotionally.
Socrates accomplishes this by presenting thé image through a series of ques-
tions that require Glaucon to draw inferences about what the prisoners would
feel and think. socrates' educates Glaucon in a way that opposes both Thrasy-
machus' suggestion that an argument be poured down Socrates' throat, and
what socrates takes to be the conventional understanding of education as
putting new knowledge into the soul. The prisoner's ascent from the cave to
his vision of the Good is mirrored dynamically in the conversation between



Glaucon and Socrates, where Glaucon moves gradually from a state of aporia

to Socrates' final, revisionary definition of education. Glaucon does not ascend

to a vision of the Forms and the Good as the prisoner does, but he ascends

analogously to an enlightened view of education.26 The notion of ascent is

made especially vivid by the crescendo structure leading up to the final defini-
tion.27 Insofar as the reader identifies with Glaucon or simply plays the part of a

reader interested in how to interpret the image, the readerwill experience this
ascent. The notion of education formulated by the cave image, where educa-

tion requires not only intellectual insight, but also considerable confusion and

upheaval, has implications for how we interpret Glaucon's own education in
this passage. Among other things, it suggests that any lingering confusion that
Glaucon (or the reader) may have is compatible with his having made actual

progress. Finally, through his bold re-appropriation of Homer and what turns

out to be a reversal of a prominent Homeric formulation, Plato aims to boost

his own authority on the subject of education, to identify Platonic education

as critical to the meaning of life, and thereby to enhance the power of the cave

image itself.
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